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Abstract6

Let S be a finite set of geometric objects partitioned into classes7

or colors. A subset S′ ⊆ S is said to be balanced if S′ contains the8

same amount of elements of S from each of the colors. We study9

several problems on partitioning 3-colored sets of points and lines in the10

plane into two balanced subsets: (a) We prove that for every 3-colored11

arrangement of lines there exists a segment that intersects exactly one12

line of each color, and that when there are 2m lines of each color, there13

is a segment intercepting m lines of each color. (b) Given n red points,14

n blue points and n green points on any closed Jordan curve γ, we15

show that for every integer k with 0 ≤ k ≤ n there is a pair of disjoint16

intervals on γ whose union contains exactly k points of each color. (c)17

Given a set S of n red points, n blue points and n green points in the18

integer lattice satisfying certain constraints, there exist two rays with19

common apex, one vertical and one horizontal, whose union splits the20

plane into two regions, each one containing a balanced subset of S.21

1 Introduction22

Let S be a finite set of geometric objects distributed into classes or colors.23

A subset S1 ⊆ S is said to be balanced if S1 contains the same amount24

of elements of S from each of the colors. Naturally, if S is balanced, the25
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complement of a balanced subset of S is also balanced, hence we talk of a26

balanced bipartition of S.27

When the point set S is in the plane, and the balanced partition is28

defined by a geometric object ζ splitting the plane into two regions, we say29

that ζ is balanced. A famous example is one of the discrete versions of the30

Ham-Sandwich Theorem: given a set of 2n red points and 2m blue points31

in general position in the plane, there always exists a line ` such that each32

halfplane bounded by ` contains exactly n red points and m blue points.33

It is well known that this theorem can be generalized to higher dimensions34

and can be formulated in terms of splitting continuous measures.35

There are also plenty of variations of the Ham-Sandwich Theorem. For36

example, it has been proved that given gn red points and gm blue points37

in the plane in general position, there exists a subdivision of the plane into38

g disjoint convex polygons, each of which contains n red points and m blue39

points [7]. Also, it was shown in [3] (among other results) that for any two40

measures in the plane there are 4 rays with common apex such that each41

of the sectors they define contains 1
4 of both measures. For many more42

extensions and detailed results we refer the interested reader to the survey43

[8] by Kaneko and Kano and to the book [10] by Matoušek.44

Notice that if we have a 3-colored set of points S in the plane, it is possi-45

ble that no line produces any non-trivial balanced partition of S. Consider46

for example an equilateral triangle p1p2p3 and replace every vertex pi by a47

very small disk Di (so that no line can intersect the three disks), and place48

n red points, n green points, and n blue points, inside the disks D1, D2 and49

D3, respectively. It is clear for this configuration that no line determines a50

halfplane containing exactly k points of each color, for any value of k with51

0 < k < n.52

However, it is easy to show that for every 3-colored set of points S in the53

plane there is a conic that simultaneously bisects the three colors: take the54

plane to be z = 0 in R3, lift the points vertically to the unit paraboloid P ,55

use the 3-dimensional Ham-Sandwich Theorem for splitting evenly the lifted56

point set with a plane Π, and use the projection of P ∩ Π as halving conic57

in z = 0. On the other hand, instead of changing the partitioning object,58

one may impose some additional constraints on the point set. For example,59

Bereg and Kano have recently proved that if all vertices of the convex hull60

of S have the same color, then there exists a line that determines a halfplane61

containing exactly k points of each color, for some value of k with 0 < k < n62

[6]. This result was recently extended to sets of points in a space of higher63

dimension by Akopyan and Karasev [1], where the constraint imposed on64

the set was also generalized.65
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Our contribution. In this work we study several problems on balanced66

bipartitions of 3-colored sets of points and lines in the plane. In Section 267

we prove that for every 3-colored arrangement of lines, possibly unbalanced,68

there always exists a segment intersecting exactly one line of each color. If69

the number of lines of each color exactly 2n, we prove that there is always a70

segment intersecting exactly n lines of each color. The existence of balanced71

segments in 3-colored line arrangements is equivalent, by duality, to the72

existence of balanced double wedges in 3-colored point sets.73

In Section 3 we consider balanced partitions on closed Jordan curves.74

Given n red points, n blue points and n green points on any closed Jordan75

curve γ, we show that for every integer k with 0 ≤ k ≤ n there is a pair of76

disjoint intervals on γ whose union contains exactly k points of each color.77

In Section 4 we focus on point sets in the integer plane lattice Z2; for78

simplicity, we will refer to Z2 as the lattice. We define an L-line with corner79

q as the union of two different rays with common apex q, each of them being80

either vertical or horizontal. This L-line partitions the plane into two regions81

(Figure 6). If one of the rays is vertical and the other ray is horizontal, the82

regions are a quadrant with origin at q and its complement. Note, however,83

that we allow an L-line to consist of two horizontal or two vertical rays with84

opposite direction, in which case the L-line is simply a horizontal or vertical85

line that splits the plane into two halfplanes. An L-line segment can be86

analogously defined using line segments instead of rays.87

L-lines in the lattice play somehow a role comparable to the role of88

ordinary lines in the real plane. An example of this is the result due to89

Uno et al. [14], which extends the Ham-Sandwich Theorem to the following90

scenario: Given a set of n+m points in general position in Z2 consisting of n91

red points and m blue points, there always exists an L-line that bisects both92

sets of points. This result was also generalized by Bereg [5] to subdivisions93

into many regions. Specifically, he proved that for any integer k ≥ 2 and for94

any kn red points and km blue points in general position in the plane, there95

exists a subdivision of the plane into k regions using at most k horizontal96

segments and at most k−1 vertical segments such that every region contains97

n red points and m blue points. Several results on sets of points in Z2, using98

L-lines or L-line segments are described in [9].99

A set S ⊂ R2 is said to be orthoconvex if the intersection of S with every100

horizontal or vertical line is connected. The orthogonal convex hull of a set101

S is the intersection of all connected orthogonally convex supersets of S.102

Our main result in Section 4 is in correspondence with the result of103

Bereg and Kano [6] mentioned above that if the convex hull of a 3-colored104

point set is monochromatic, then it admits some balanced line. Specifically,105
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we prove here that given a set S ⊂ Z2 of n red points, n blue points and106

n green points in general position (i.e., no two points are horizontally or107

vertically aligned), whose orthogonal convex hull is monochromatic, then108

there is always an L-line that separates a region of the plane containing109

exactly k red points, k blue points, and k green points from S, for some110

integer k in the range 1 ≤ k ≤ n− 1.111

We conclude in Section 5 with some open problems and final remarks.112

2 Three-colored line arrangements113

Let L = R ∪G ∪B be a set of lines in the plane, such that R,G and B are114

pairwise disjoint. We refer to the elements of R, G, and B as red, green,115

and blue, respectively. Let A(L) be the arrangement induced by the set116

L. We assume that A(L) is simple, i.e., there are no parallel lines and no117

more than two lines intersect at one point. In Section 2.1 we first prove that118

there always exists a face in A(L) that contains all three colors. We also119

extend this result to higher dimensions. We say that a segment is balanced120

with respect to L if it intersects the same number of red, green and blue121

lines of L. In Section 2.2 we prove that (i) there always exists a segment122

intersecting exactly one line of each color; and (ii) if the size of each set R,G123

and B is 2n, there always exists a balanced segment intersecting n lines of124

each color. As there are standard duality transformations between points125

and lines in which segments correspond to double wedges, the results in this126

section can be rephrased in terms of the existence of balanced double wedges127

for 3-colored point sets.128

2.1 Cells in colored arrangements129

In this section we prove that there always exists a 3-chromatic face in A(L),130

that is, a face that has at least one side of each color. In fact, we can show131

that a d-dimensional arrangement of (d−1)-dimensional hyperplanes, where132

each hyperplane is colored by one of d+ 1 colors (at least one of each color),133

must contain a (d + 1)-chromatic cell. This result is tight with respect to134

the number of colors. If we have only d colors, then every cell containing135

the intersection point of d hyperplanes with different colors is d-chromatic.136

On the other hand, it is not difficult to construct examples of arrangements137

of hyperplanes with d+ 2 colors where no (d+ 2)-chromatic cell exists.138

An example in the plane is shown in Figure 1. Start with a triangle139

in which each side has a different color (red, green, or blue), and extend140

the sides to the colored lines r, g and b that support the sides (Figure 1,141
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Figure 1: Construction of a line arrangement with no 4-chromatic cell.

f

f̂ f1

f2

(a) (b) (c)

`
f̂1

f̂2

Figure 2: (a) A (complete) face f and its dual f̂ (dashed). (b) Face f is
split into f1 and f2. (c) The dual f̂ is split into f̂1 and f̂2.

left). Then shield each of these lines by two black parallel lines, one on each142

side (Figure 1, right). Finally perturb the black lines in such a way that143

the arrangement becomes simple, yet the intersection points between former144

parallel lines are very far away. Now it is easy to see that no cell can contain145

all four colors. For example, depending on the specific intersections of the146

black lines with g and b, the region R may contain the colors green and blue,147

but cannot contain the color red.148

This example can be generalized to d-dimensional space. Start with a149

d-simplex in which each of the d + 1 hyperplanes supporting a facet has a150

different color, c1, . . . , cd+1. Then shield each facet with two parallel hyper-151

planes having color cd+2, one on each side, and perturb as above to obtain152

a simple arrangement in which no cell is (d+ 2)-chromatic.153

For intuition’s sake, before generalizing the result to higher dimensions,154

we first prove the result for d = 2. Consider the 2-dimensional arrangement155

A(L) as a graph. The dual of a face f of A(L) is a face f̂ that contains156

a vertex for every bounding line of f , and contains an edge between two157

vertices of f̂ if and only if the intersection of the corresponding lines is part158

of the boundary of f (see Figure 2(a)).159

Let C be a simple cycle of vertices where each vertex is colored either160
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red, green, or blue. Let nr(C), ng(C), and nb(C) be the number of red,161

green, and blue vertices of C, respectively. We simply write nr, ng, and nb162

if C is clear from the context. The type of an edge of C is the multiset of163

the colors of its vertices. Let nrr, ngg, nbb, nrg, nrb, and ngb be the number164

of edges of the corresponding type. Note that, if f is bounded, then f̂ is a165

simple cycle, where each vertex is colored either red, green, or blue. We say166

a bounded face f is complete if nrg ≡ nrb ≡ ngb ≡ 1 (mod 2) holds for f̂ .167

Lemma 1 Consider a simple cycle in which each vertex is colored either168

red, green, or blue. Then nrg ≡ nrb ≡ ngb (mod 2).169

Proof: The result follows from double counting. For nr we get the equation170

2nr = 2nrr + nrg + nrb. This directly implies that nrg ≡ nrb (mod 2). We171

can do the same for ng and nb to obtain the claimed result. �172

Theorem 1 Let L be a set of 3-colored lines in the plane inducing a simple173

arrangement A(L), such that each color appears at least once. Then there174

exists a complete face in A(L).175

Proof: The result clearly holds if |R| = |G| = |B| = 1. For the general176

case, we start with one line of each color, and then incrementally add the177

remaining lines, maintaining a complete face f at all times. Without loss of178

generality, assume that a red line ` is inserted into A(L). If ` does not cross179

f , we keep f . Otherwise, f is split into two faces f1 and f2 (see Figure 2(b)).180

Similarly, f̂ is split into f̂1 and f̂2 (with the addition of one red vertex, see181

Figure 2(c)). Because ` is red, the number ngb of green-blue edges does not182

change, that is, ngb(f̂) = ngb(f̂1) + ngb(f̂2). This implies that either ngb(f̂1)183

or ngb(f̂2) is odd. By Lemma 1 it follows that either f1 or f2 is complete.184

�185

We now extend the result to higher dimensions. For convenience we186

assume that every hyperplane is colored with a “color” in [d] = {0, 1, . . . , d}.187

Consider a triangulation T of the (d − 1)-dimensional sphere Sd−1, where188

every vertex is colored with a color in [d]. Note that a triangulation of S1 is189

exactly a simple cycle. As before, we define the type of a simplex (or face) of190

T as the multiset S of the colors of its vertices. Furthermore, let nS be the191

number of simplices (faces) with type S. We say a type S is good if S does192

not contain duplicates and |S| = d. The following analogue of Lemma 1 is193

similar to Sperner’s lemma [2].194
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Lemma 2 Consider a triangulation T of Sd−1, where each vertex is colored195

with a color in [d]. Then either nS ≡ 0 (mod 2) for all good types S, or196

nS ≡ 1 (mod 2) for all good types S.197

Proof: We again use double counting. Consider a subset S ⊂ [d] with198

|S| = d − 1. There are exactly two good types S1 and S2 that contain S.199

Since every (d − 2)-dimensional face of T occurs in exactly two (d − 1)-200

dimensional simplices, we obtain the following equation for nS :201

2nS = nS1 + nS2 + 2
∑
x∈S

nS]{x}

From the above equation we readily obtain that nS1 ≡ nS2 (mod 2). By202

repeating this procedure for every set S we obtain the claimed result. �203

Consider a cell f of a d-dimensional arrangement of (d− 1)-dimensional204

hyperplanes. The dual f̂ of f contains a vertex for every bounding hyper-205

plane of f , and contains a simplex on a set of vertices of f̂ if and only if206

the intersection of the corresponding hyperplanes is part of the boundary of207

f . Note that, if f is bounded, then f̂ is a triangulation of Sd−1. We say a208

bounded cell f is complete if nS(f̂) ≡ 1 (mod 2) for all good types S. Note209

that a complete cell is (d+ 1)-chromatic.210

Theorem 2 Let L be a set of (d+ 1)-colored hyperplanes in Rd inducing a211

simple arrangement A(L), such that each color appears at least once. Then212

there exists a complete face in A(L).213

Proof: The proof is analogous to the two-dimensional case: if there is214

exactly one hyperplane of each color, then the arrangement has exactly215

one bounded face f , which must be complete (this can be easily shown by216

induction on d). We maintain a complete face f during successive insertions217

of hyperplanes. Assume we add a hyperplane H with color x. If H does not218

cross f , we can simply keep f . Otherwise, f is split into two faces f1 and219

f2, and f̂ is split into f̂1 and f̂2 (with the addition of one vertex of color220

x). Let S = [d]−{x}. Because H has color x, the number of simplices with221

type S does not change, that is, nS(f̂) = nS(f̂1) +nS(f̂2). This implies that222

either nS(f̂1) or nS(f̂2) is odd. By Lemma 2 it follows that either f1 or f2223

is complete. �224

An immediate consequence of Theorem 2 is the following result:225
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Corollary 1 Let L be a (d+ 1)-colored set of hyperplanes in Rd inducing a226

simple arrangement A(L), such that each color appears at least once. Then227

there exists a segment intersecting exactly one hyperplane of each color.228

Proof: Consider a (d + 1)-chromatic cell. By Theorem 2 such a cell must229

exist and it must also contain an intersection of d hyperplanes with different230

colors. Now we can take the segment from this intersection to a face of the231

remaining color (in the same cell). By perturbing and slightly extending this232

segment, we obtain a segment properly intersecting exactly one hyperplane233

of each color. �234

2.2 3-colored point sets and balanced double wedges235

We now return to the plane and consider 3-colored point sets. By using the236

point-plane duality, Corollary 1 implies the following result.237

Theorem 3 Let S be a 3-colored set of points in R2 in general position,238

such that each color appears at least once. Then there exists a double wedge239

that contains exactly one point of each color from S.240

Proof: We apply the standard duality transformation between points241

and non-vertical lines where a point p = (a, b) is mapped to a line p′ with242

equation y = ax−b, and vice versa. By Corollary 1, there exists a segment w243

that intersects exactly one line of each color. By standard point-line duality244

properties, the dual of w is a double wedge w′ that contains the dual points245

of the intersected lines. �246

Since the dual result extends to higher dimensions, so does the primal247

one. The equivalent statement says that given a set of points colored with248

d + 1 colors in Rd, there exists a pencil (i.e., a collection of hyperplanes249

sharing an affine subspace of dimension d− 2) containing exactly one point250

of each color.251

Next we turn our attention to balanced 3-colored point sets, and prove252

a Ham-Sandwich-like Theorem for double wedges.253

Theorem 4 Let S be a 3-colored balanced set of 6n points in R2 in general254

position. Then there exists a double wedge that contains exactly n points of255

each color from S.256

Proof: We call a double wedge satisfying the theorem bisecting. Without
loss of generality we assume that the points of S have distinct x-coordinates
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Figure 3: σp: ordering of S based on the slopes of lines through p.

and distinct y-coordinates. For two distinct points a and b in the plane, let
`(a, b) denote the line passing through them. Consider the arrangement A
of all the lines passing through two points from S, i.e.

A = {`(pi, pj) | pi, pj ∈ S, i 6= j}.

Consider a vertical line ` that does not contain any point from S. We257

continuously walk on ` from y = +∞ to y = −∞. For any point p ∈ ` we258

define an ordering σp of S as follows: consider the lines `(p, q), q ∈ S and sort259

them by slope. Let (p1, . . . , p6n) be the obtained ordering (see Figure 3). By260

construction, any consecutive interval {pi, pi+1, . . . , pj} of an ordering of p261

corresponds to a set of lines whose points can be covered by a double wedge262

with apex at p (even if the indices are taken modulo 6n). Likewise, for any263

p ∈ R2, any double wedge with apex at p will appear as an interval in the264

ordering σp.265

Given an ordering σp = (p1, . . . , p6n) of S, we construct a polygonal curve266

as follows: for every k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 6n} let bk and gk be the number of blue267

and green points in the set S(p, k) = {pk, pk+1, . . . , pk+3n−1} of 3n points,268

respectively. We define the corresponding lattice point qk := (bk−n, gk−n),269

and the polygonal curve φ(σ) = (q1, . . . , q6n,−q1, . . . ,−q6n, q1).270
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Figure 4: The seven types of segments qk−1qk (including the segment of
length 0 if pk−1 and pk have the same color) depending on the color of pk−1
and pk.

Intuitively speaking, the point qk indicates how balanced the interval271

is that starts with point pk and contains 3n points. By construction, if272

qk = (0, 0) for some p ∈ ` and some k ≤ 6n, then the associated wedge is273

balanced (and vice versa). In the following we show that this property must274

hold for some k ∈ {1, . . . , 6n} and p ∈ R2. We observe several important275

properties of φ(σ):276

1. Path φ(σ) is centrally symmetric (w.r.t. the origin). This follows from277

the definition of φ.278

2. Path φ(σ) is a closed curve. Moreover, the interior of any edge ei =279

qiqi+1 of φ(σ) cannot contain the origin: consider the segment between280

two consecutive vertices qk−1 and qk of φ. Observe that the double281

wedges associated to qk−1 and qk share 3k − 1 points. Thus, the282

orientation and length of the segment qk−1qk only depend on the color283

of the two points that are not shared. In particular, there are only 7284

types of such segments in φ(σ), see Figure 4. Since these segments do285

not pass through grid points, the origin cannot appear at the interior286

of a segment.287

3. If the orderings of two points p and p′ are equal, then their paths φ(σp)288

and φ(σp′) are equal. If the orderings σp and σp′ are not equal then289

either (i) there is a line of A separating p and p′ or (ii) there is a point290

pi ∈ S such that the vertical line passing through pi separates p and291

p′.292

In our proof we will move p along a vertical line, so case (ii) will never293

occur. Consider a continuous vertical movement of p, and consider294

the two orderings π1 and π2 before and after a line of A is crossed.295

Observe that the only difference between the two orderings is that two296

consecutive points (say, pi and pi+1) of π1 are reversed in π2. Thus, the297

only difference between the two associated φ curves will be in vertices298

whose associated interval contains one of the two points (and not the299
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q′i+1

q′i+1

qi+1

(a) (b)

qi

qi+2

qi

qi+2

Figure 5: The change of φ(σ) when pi and pi+1 are swapped. (a) pi is blue
and pi+1 is green. (b) pi is red and pi+1 is green.

other). Since these two points are consecutive, this situation can only300

occur at vertices qi+1−3n and qi+1 (recall that, for simplicity, indices301

are taken modulo 6n). Since the predecessor and successor of these302

vertices are equal in both curves, the difference between both curves303

will be two quadrilaterals (and two more in the second half of the304

curve).305

We claim that the interior of any such quadrilateral can never contain306

the origin. Barring symmetries, there are two possible ways in which307

the quadrilateral is formed, depending on the color of pi and pi+1 (see308

Figure 5). Regardless of the case, the interior of any such quadrilateral309

cannot contain any lattice point, and in particular cannot contain the310

origin.311

4. Path φ(σ) has a vertex qi such that qi = (0, 0), or the curve φ(σ) has312

nonzero winding with respect to the origin. Intuitively speaking, the313

winding number of a closed curve C with respect to a point measures314

the net number of clockwise revolutions that a point traveling on C315

makes around the given point (see a formal definition in [13]). By316

Properties 2 and 3, the only way in which φ(σ) passes through the317

origin is through a vertex qi. If this does not happen, then no point318

of the curve passes through the origin. Recall that φ(σ) is a closed319

continuous curve that contains the origin and is centrally symmetric320

around that point. In topological terms, this is called an odd func-321

tion. It is well known that these functions have odd winding (see for322

example [4], Lemma 25). In particular, we conclude that the winding323

of φ(σ) cannot be zero.324

Thus, imagine a moving point p ∈ ` from y = +∞ to y = −∞: by325

Property 2, the curve φ(p) will change when we cross a line of A, but the326
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differences between two consecutive curves will be very small. In particu-327

lar, the space between the two curves cannot contain the origin. Consider328

now the instants of time in which point p is at y = +∞ and y = −∞: if329

either curve contains the origin as a vertex, we are done (since such vertex330

is associated to a balanced double wedge). Otherwise, we observe that the331

orderings must be the reverse of each other, which in particular implies that332

the associated curves describe exactly the same path, but in reverse direc-333

tion. By Property 4 both curves have nonzero winding, which in particular334

it implies that they have opposite winding numbers (i.e. their winding num-335

ber gets multiplied by -1). Since the winding must change sign, we conclude336

that at some point in the translation the curve φ(p) passed through the ori-337

gin (Otherwise, by Hopf’s degree Theorem [11] they would have the same338

winding). By Properties 2 and 3 this can only happen at a vertex of φ(p),339

implying the existence of a balanced double-wedge. �340

Using the point-line duality again, we obtain the equivalent result for341

balanced sets of lines.342

Corollary 2 Let L be a 3-colored balanced set of 6n lines in R2 inducing343

a simple arrangement. Then, there always exists a segment intersecting344

exactly n lines of each color.345

3 Balanced partitions on closed Jordan curves346

In this section we consider balanced 3-colored point sets on closed Jordan347

curves. Our aim is to find a bipartition of the set that is balanced and that348

can be realized by at most two disjoint intervals of the curve. To prove the349

claim we use the following arithmetic lemma:350

Lemma 3 For a fixed integer n ≥ 2, any integer k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} can be351

obtained from n by applying functions f(x) = bx/2c and g(x) = n − x at352

most 2 log n+O(1) times.353

Proof: Consider a fixed value k ≤ n. In the following we show that k =354

ht(ht−1(· · ·h1(n) · · · )) for some t ≤ 2 log n+O(1) where each hi is either f355

or g.356

For the purpose, we use the concept of starting points: we say that an357

integer m is an i-starting point (with respect to k) if number k can be358

obtained from m by applying functions from {f, g} at most i times. Note359

that any number is always a 0-starting point with respect to itself, and our360
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claim essentially says that n is a (2 log n+O(1))-starting point with respect361

to any k ≤ n.362

Instead of explicitly computing all i-starting points, we compute a con-363

secutive interval Vi ⊆ {1, . . . , n} of starting points. For any i ≥ 0, let `i and364

ri be the left and right endpoints of the interval Vi, respectively. This inter-365

val is defined as follows: initially, we set V0 = {k}. For larger values of i, we366

use an inductive definition: If ri < bn/2c we apply f as the first operation.367

That is, any number that, after we apply f , falls within Vi should be in368

Vi+1. Observe that this implies `i+1 = 2`i and ri+1 = 2ri + 1. If `i > bn/2c369

we apply g as the first operation. In this case, we have `i+1 = n − ri and370

ri+1 = n− `i. By construction, the fact that all elements of Vi are i-starting371

points implies that elements of Vi+1 are (i+ 1)-starting points.372

This sequence will finish at some index j such that `j < bn/2c < rj373

(that is, bn/2c is a j-starting point). In particular, we have that n is a374

(j + 1)-starting point since f(n) = bn/2c. Thus, to conclude the proof it375

remains to show that j ≤ 2 log n + O(1). Each time we use operator f as376

the first operation, the length of the interval is doubled. On the other hand,377

each time we use operator g, the length of the interval does not change.378

Moreover, function g is never applied twice in a row. Thus, after at most379

2(dlog ne−1) steps, the size of interval Vi will be at least 2dlogne−1 ≥ dn/2e,380

and therefore must contain bn/2c.381

�382

Now we can prove the main result of this section. As we explain below,383

it is enough to prove the result for the case in which Γ is the unit circle. Let384

S1 be the unit circle in R2. Let P be a 3-colored balanced set of 3n points385

on S1, and let R, G, and B be the partition of P into the three color classes.386

Given a closed curve Γ with an injective continuous map f : S1 → Γ387

and an integer c > 0, we say that a set Q ⊆ Γ is a c-arc set if Q = f(QS)388

where QS is the union of at most c closed arcs of S1. Intuitively speaking,389

if Γ has no crossings c denotes the number of components of Q. However, c390

can be larger than the number of components whenever Γ has one or more391

crossings.392

Theorem 5 Let Γ be a closed Jordan curve in the plane, and let P be a 3-393

colored balanced set of 3n points in Γ. Then for every positive integer k ≤ n394

there exists a 2-arc set Pk ⊆ Γ containing exactly k points of each color.395

Proof: Using f−1 we can map the points in Γ to the unit circle, thus a396

solution in S1 directly maps to a solution in Γ. Hence, it suffices to prove397

the statement for the case in which Γ = S1.398
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Let I be the set of numbers k such that a subset Pk as in the theorem399

exists. We prove that I = {1, . . . , n} using Lemma 3. To apply the lemma400

it suffices to show that I fulfills the following properties: (i) n ∈ I, (ii) If401

k ∈ I then n − k ∈ I, and (iii) If k ∈ I then k/2 ∈ I. Once we show that402

these properties hold, Lemma 3 implies that any integer k between 1 and403

2n must be in I, hence I = {1, . . . , n}.404

Property (i) holds because the whole S1 can be taken as a 2-arc set,405

containing n points of each color, thus n ∈ I.406

Property (ii) follows from the fact that the complement of any 2-arc set407

containing exactly k points of each color is a 2-arc set containing exactly408

n − k points of each color. Thus if there is a 2-arc set guaranteeing that409

k ∈ I, its complement guarantees that n− k ∈ I.410

Proving Property (iii) requires a more elaborate argument. Let Ak be a411

2-arc set containing exactly k points of each color (such a set must exist by412

hypothesis, since k ∈ I). We assume S1 is parameterized as (cos(t), sin(t)),413

for t ∈ [0, 2π). Without loss of generality, we assume that f(0) 6∈ Ak (if414

necessary we can change the parametrization of S1 by moving the location415

of the point corresponding to t = 0 to ensure this).416

We lift all points of P to R3 using the moment curve, as explained417

next. Abusing slightly the notation, we identify each point (cos(t), sin(t)),418

t ∈ [0, 2π) on S1 with its corresponding parameter t. Then, for t ∈ S1 we419

define γ(t) = {t, t2, t3}. Also, for any subset C of S1, we define γ(C) =420

{γ(p)|p ∈ C}. Recall that we assumed that f(0) /∈ Ak, thus, γ(Ak) forms421

two disjoint arc-connected intervals in γ(S1).422

Next we apply the Ham-Sandwich Theorem to the points in γ(Ak) (dis-423

regarding other lifted points of P ): we obtain a plane H that cuts the three424

chromatic classes in γ(Ak) in half. That is, if k is even, each one of the open425

halfspaces defined by H contains exactly k/2 points of each color. If k is426

odd, then we can force H to pass trough one point of each color and leave427

(k−1)/2 points in each open halfspace ([10], Cor. 3.1.3). We denote by H+
428

and H− the open halfspaces above and below H, respectively. Note that429

each half space contains exactly bk/2c points of each color class, as desired.430

Let M1 = H+ ∩ γ(Ak) and M2 = H− ∩ γ(Ak). Note that both M1431

and M2 contain exactly bk/2c points of each color class, as desired. To432

finish the proof it is enough to show that either γ−1(M1) or γ−1(M2) is433

a 2-arc set. Since γ(Ak) has two connected components (and is lifted to434

the moment curve), we conclude that any hyperplane (in particular H) can435

intersect γ(Ak) in at most 3 points. Thus, the total number of components of436

M1∪M2 is at most 5. This is also true for the preimages γ−1(M1)∪γ−1(M2).437

Then, either γ−1(M1) or γ−1(M2) must form a 2-arc set containing exactly438
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bk/2c points of each color. Thus, bk/2c ∈ I as desired. �439

Our approach generalizes to c colors: if P contains n points of each color440

on S1, then for each k ∈ {1, . . . , n} there exists a (c − 1)-arc set Pk ⊆ S1
441

such that Pk contains exactly k points of each color. In our approach we lift442

the points to R3 because we have three colors, but in the general case we443

would lift to Rc. We also note that the bound on the number of intervals is444

tight. Consider a set of points in S1 in which the points of the first c − 1445

colors are contained in c− 1 disjoint arcs (one for each color), and each two446

neighboring disjoint arcs are separated by n/(c− 1) points of the cth color.447

Then, if k < n/(c − 1), it is easy to see that we need at least c − 1 arcs to448

get exactly k points of each color.449

We note that there exist several results in the literature that are similar450

to Theorem 5. For example, in [12] they show that given k probability451

measures on S1, we can find a c-ark set whose measure is exactly 1/2 in the452

cmeasures. The methods used to prove their result are topological, while our453

approach is combinatorial. Our result can also be seen as a generalization454

of the well-known Necklace Theorem for closed curves [10].455

4 L-lines in the plane lattice456

We now consider a balanced partition problem for 3-colored point sets in457

the integer plane lattice Z2. For simplicity, we will refer to R2 and Z2 as the458

plane and the lattice, respectively. Recall that a set of points in the plane459

is said to be in general position if no three of them are collinear. When the460

points lie in the lattice, the expression is used differently: we say instead461

that a set of points S in the lattice is in general position when every vertical462

line and horizontal line contains at most one point from S.463

An L-line with corner q ∈ R2 is the union of two different rays with464

common apex q, each of them being either vertical or horizontal. An L-line465

partitions the plane into two regions (Figure 6 shows a balanced L-line with466

apex q). Since we look for balanced L-lines, we will only consider L-lines467

that do not contain any point of S. Note that an L-line can always be468

slightly translated so that its apex is not in the lattice, thus its rays do not469

go through any lattice point.470

L-lines in the lattice often play the role of regular lines in the Euclidean471

plane. For example, the classic Ham-Sandwich Theorem (in its discrete472

version) bisects a 2-colored finite point set by a line in the plane. Uno et473

al. [14] proved that, when points are located in the integer lattice, there474
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q

Figure 6: A balanced set of 18 points in the integer lattice with a nontrivial
balanced L-line.

Figure 7: A balanced set of 3-colored points in the plane lattice. Any L-line
containing points of all three colors will fully contain a color class, hence
this problem instance does not admit a nontrivial balanced L-line.

exists a bisecting L-line as well.475

Recently, the following result has been proved for bisecting lines in the476

plane.477

Theorem 6 (Bereg and Kano, [6]) Let S be a 3-colored balanced set of478

3n points in general position in the plane. If the convex hull of S is monochro-479

matic, then there exists a nontrivial balanced line.480

As a means to further show the relationship between lines in the plane,481

and L-lines in the lattice, the objective of this section is to extend Theorem 6482

to the lattice. Replacing the term line for L-line in the above result does483

not suffice (see a counterexample in Figure 7). In addition we must also use484

the orthogonal convex hull.485
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Theorem 7 Let S be a 3-colored balanced set of 3n points in general posi-486

tion in the integer lattice. If the orthogonal convex hull of S is monochro-487

matic, then there exists a nontrivial balanced L-line.488

Proof: Recall that a set S ⊂ R2 is said to be orthoconvex if the intersection489

of S with every horizontal or vertical line is connected. The orthogonal490

convex hull of a set S is the intersection of all connected orthogonally convex491

supersets of S.492

Without loss of generality, we assume that the points on the orthogonal493

convex hull are red. We use a technique similar to that described in the494

proof of Theorem 4; that is, we will create a sequence of orderings, and495

associate a polygonal curve to each such ordering. As in the previous case,496

we show that a curve can pass through the origin only at a vertex, which will497

correspond to the desired balanced L-line. Finally, we find two orderings498

that are reversed, which implies that some intermediate curve must pass499

through the origin. The difficulty in the adaptation of the proof lies in the500

construction of the orderings. This is, to the best of our knowledge, the first501

time that such an ordering is created for the lattice.502

Given a point p ∈ S we define the 0-ordering of p as follows. Consider the503

points above p (including p) and sort them by decreasing y-coordinate, i.e.,504

from top to bottom. Let (p1, . . . , pj) be the sorting obtained (notice that505

pj = p). The remaining points (i.e., those strictly below p) are sorted by506

increasing x-coordinate, i.e., from left to right. Let σp,0 denote the sorting507

obtained. Similarly, we define the π/2, π and 3π
2 -sided orderings σp,π

2
, σp,π508

and σp, 3π
2

, respectively. Each ordering can be obtained by computing σp,0509

after having rotated clockwise the point set S by π/2, π or 3π/2 radians,510

respectively. As an example, Figure 8 shows σp, 3π
2

. Let O = {σp,i | p ∈ S, i ∈511

{0, π2 , π,
3π
2 }} be the collection of all such orderings of S.512

By construction, any prefix of an ordering of O corresponds to a set of513

points that can be separated with an L-line. Likewise, any L-line will appear514

as prefix of some sorting σ ∈ O (for example, one of the sortings associated515

with the apex of the L-line).516

Given a sorting σ = (p1, . . . , p3n) ∈ O, we associate it with a polygonal517

curve in the lattice as follows: for every k ∈ {1, . . . , 3n− 1} let bk and gk be518

the number of blue and green points in {p1 . . . , pk}, respectively. Further,519

define the point qk := (3bk − k, 3gk − k). Based on these points we define520

a polygonal curve φ(σ) = (q1, . . . , q3n−1,−q1, . . . ,−q3n−1). Similarly to the521

construction of Theorem 4, the fact that qk = (0, 0) for some 1 ≤ k ≤ 3n−1522

is equivalent to the fact that the corresponding L-line is balanced. Therefore523
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p

p1pj−1

pj+1

p3n

pj+2

p3n−1

Figure 8: The 3π
2 -ordering of S with respect to a given point p.

the goal of the proof is to show that there is always some ordering in O for524

which some k has qk = (0, 0).525

We observe several important properties of φ(σ):526

1. φ(σ) is centrally symmetric (w.r.t. the origin). This follows from the527

definition of φ.528

2. The interior of any segment qiqi+1 of φ(σ) cannot contain the origin.529

The segment connecting two consecutive vertices in φ(σ) only depends530

on the color of the added element. Thus, there are only 3 possible types531

of segments, see Figure 9. Since these segments do not pass through532

grid points, the origin cannot appear at the interior of a segment.533

3. For any σ ∈ O, we have q1 = (−1,−1), and q3n−1 = (1, 1). Notice that534

q1 corresponds to an L-line having exactly one point on its upper/left535

side, while q3n−1 corresponds to an L-line leaving exactly one point536

on its lower/right side. In particular, these points must belong to537

the orthogonal convex hull, and thus must be red. That is, φ(σ) is a538

continuous polygonal curve that starts at (−1,−1), travels to (1, 1).539

The curve is symmetric and returns to (−1,−1). Thus, as in the proof540
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of Theorem 4 we conclude that either φ(σ) passes through the origin541

or it has nonzero winding.542

Figure 9: The three possible types of segments qk−1qk depending on the
color of pk (solid represents blue, dashed represents green and dotted dashed
represents red).

Let σx = (x1, x2, . . . , x3n) be the points of S sorted from left to right543

(analogously, σy = (y1, y2, . . . , y3n) for the points sorted from bottom to544

top). Observe that σx = σx3n,π/2 and σy = σy3n,π and their reverses are545

σ−1x = σx1, 3π2
and σ−1y = σy1,0, respectively.546

Analogous to the proof of Theorem 4, our aim is to transform φ(σy) to547

its reverse ordering through a series of small transformations of polygonal548

curves such that the winding number between the first and last curve is549

of different sign. If we imagine the succession of curves as a continuous550

transformation, a change in the sign of the winding number can only occur551

if at some point on the transformation the origin is contained in some curve.552

We will argue below that the only way in which the transformation passes553

through the origin is by having it as a vertex of one of the intermediate554

curves, which immediately leads to a balanced L-line.555

Recall from Property 2 that the origin cannot be at the interior of an556

edge of any intermediate curve. Thus, the only way the origin can be swept557

during the transformation is (i) if it is a vertex of one of the curves, or (ii)558

if it is contained in the space between two consecutive curves (“swept by559

the curves”). In the remainder of the proof we show that the latter case560

cannot occur, that is, the origin is never swept by the local changes between561

two consecutive curves. This implies that the origin must be a vertex of562

some curve φ(σ) for some intermediate ordering σ, in turn implying that563

the associated L-line would be balanced.564

The transformation we use is the following:565
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φ(σy) = φ(σy3n,π)→ φ(σy3n−1,π)→ · · · → φ(σy1,π)→ φ(σ−1x )

= φ(σx1, 3π2
)→ · · · → φ(σx3n, 3π2

)→ φ(σy1,0) = φ(σ−1y )
(1)

First we give a geometric interpretation of this sequence. Imagine sweep-566

ing the lattice with a horizontal line (from top to bottom). At any point567

of the sweep, we sort the points below the line from bottom to top, and568

the remaining points are sorted from right to left. By doing so, we would569

obtain the orderings σy = σy3n,π, . . . , σy1,π, and (once we reach y = −∞)570

σ−1x (i.e., the reverse of σx). Afterwards, we rotate the line clockwise by571

π/2 radians, keeping all points of S to the right of the line, and sweep from572

left to right. During this second sweep, we sort the points to the right of573

the line from right to left, and those to the left from top to bottom. By574

doing this we would obtain the orderings σ−1x = σx1, 3π2
, . . . , σx3n, 3π2

. Once575

all points have been swept, this process will finish with the ordering σy1,0,576

which is the reverse of σy.577

Thus, to complete the proof it remains to show that the difference be-578

tween any two consecutive orderings σ and σ′ in the above sequence cannot579

contain the origin.580

Observe that two consecutive orderings differ in at most the position of581

one point (the one that has just been swept by the line). Thus, there exist582

two indices s and t such that s < t and σ = (p1, . . . , ps, . . . , pt, . . . , p3n),583

and σ′ = (p1, . . . , ps, pt, ps+1, . . . pt−1, pt+1, . . . , p3n) (that is, point pt moved584

immediately after ps).585

Abusing slightly the notation, we denote by (q1, . . . , q3n−1,−q1, . . . ,−q3n−1)586

the vertices of φ(σ) (respectively (q′1, . . . , q
′
3n−1,−q′1, . . . ,−q′3n−1) those of587

φ(σ′)). Since only one point has changed its position in the ordering, we can588

explicitly obtain the differences between the two orderings. Given an index589

i ≤ 3n− 1, we define ci = (−1,−1) if pi is red, ci = (2,−1) if pi is blue, or590

ci = (−1, 2) if pi is green. Then, we have the following relationship between591

the vertices of φ(σ) and φ(σ′).592

q′i =

{
qi if i ∈ {1, . . . , s} ∪ {t, . . . , 3n− 1}
qi−1 + ct if i ∈ {s+ 1, . . . , t− 1}

(2)

Observe that the ordering of the first s + 1 points and the last t − 1593

points is equal in both permutations. In particular, the points q1 to qs and594

qt to q3n−1 do not change between consecutive polygonal curves. For the595
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intermediate indices, the transformation only depends on the color of pt; it596

consists of a translation by the vector ct.597

We now show that the origin cannot be contained in the interior of598

the quadrilateral Qi of vertices qi−1, qi, q
′
i, and q′i+1, for any i ∈ {s, . . . , t}.599

Consider the case in which i ∈ {s + 2, . . . , t − 1} (that is, neither i − 1 nor600

i + 1 satisfy the first line of equation 2). Observe that the shape of the601

quadrilateral only depends on the color of pi and pt. It is easy to see that602

when pi has the same color as pt, Qi is degenerate and cannot contain the603

origin. Thus, there are six possible color combinations for pi and pt that604

yield three non-degenerate different quadrilaterals (see Figure 10).605

qi−1

qi

q′i

q′i+1

q′i+1

qi

qi−1

q′i

qi

qi−1

q′i

q′i+1

Figure 10: Three options for quadrilateral Qi depending on the colors of pi
and pt. From left to right pi is green, blue, and red whereas pt is red, green,
and blue, respectively. The case in which pi and pt have reversed colors
create the same quadrilaterals. In all cases, the points in the lattice that
are included in the quadrilateral are marked with a cross, thus those are the
only possible locations for the origin to be contained in Qi.

Assume that for some index i we have that pt is red, pi is blue (as shown606

in Figure 10, left) and that the quadrilateral Qi contains the origin. Note607

that in this case, qi must be either (0, 1) or (0, 2). From the definition of the608

x-coordinate of qi, we have 3bi − k = 0, and thus we conclude that k ≡ 0609

mod 3. Consider now the y-coordinate of qi; recall that this coordinate is610

equal to 3gi− k, which cannot be 1 or 2 whenever k ≡ 0 mod 3. The proof611

for the other quadrilaterals is identical; in all cases, we show that either the612

x or y coordinate of a vertex of Qi is zero must simultaneously satisfy: (i)613

it is congruent to zero modulo 3, and (ii) it is either 1 or 2, resulting in a614

similar contradiction.615

Thus, in order to complete the proof it remains to consider the cases616

in which i = s + 1 or i = t − 1. In the former case we have qi−1 = q′i,617

and qi = q′i+1 in the latter. Whichever the case, quadrilateral Qi collapses618

to a triangle, and we have three non-trivial possible color combinations (see619
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Fig. 11). The same methodology shows that none of them can sweep through620

the origin.621

Figure 11: When i = s + 1 or i = t − 1 the corresponding quadrilateral Qi
collapses to a triangle. As in the previous case, this results in three different
non-degenerate cases, depending on the colors of pi and pt.

That is, we have transformed the curve from φ(σy3n,π) to its reverse622

(φ(σy1,0)) in a way that the origin cannot be contained between two succes-623

sive curves. However, since these curves have winding number of different624

sign, at some point in our transformation one of the curves must have passed625

through the origin. The previous arguments show that this cannot have hap-626

pened at the interior of an edge or at the interior of a quadrilateral between627

edges of two consecutive curves. Thus it must have happened at a vertex628

of φ(σ), for some σ ∈ O. In particular, the corresponding L-line must be629

balanced. �630

5 Concluding remarks631

In this paper we have studied several problems about balanced bipartitions632

of 3-colored sets of points and lines in the plane.633

As a final remark we observe that our results on double wedges can be634

viewed as partial answers to the following interesting open problem: Find all635

k such that, for any 3-colored balanced set of 3n points in general position636

in the plane, there exists a double wedge containing exactly k points of each637

color. We have given here an affirmative answer for k = 1, n/2 and n − 1638

(Theorems 3 and 4). Theorem 5 gives the affirmative answer for all values639

of k under the constraint that points are in convex position.640
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